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Knowledge of protein structure grants insight on a protein's function and capabilities within a system. Currently available automated prediction of structures is limited and results are inconsistent. The Critical Assessment of protein Structure 
Prediction (CASP) is a worldwide competition, and supplementary WeFold allows competing groups to connect with ideas on how to predict proteins. By examining a popular filtering process on the WeFold pipeline, a clearer look into one aspect 
on why prediction is untrustworthy is presented. Comparing the number of accurate models, based on a global distance test, before and after the filtering procedure gives a sense of how carefully the program is filtering. By adjusting the 
parameters presented in the filtering code, more accurate results can be yielded. 

Figure 1:  Left shows the amino acid sequence, or primary structure, as a contrast 
of colors.  In the middle is the outlines of the secondary strcture components 
made up of Alpha Helices and Beta Sheets. Secondary structures also sometimes 
have Random Coils. Right is the officially released structure. Images of TR722 
taken from predictioncenter.org 
 
Within the human body there are trillions of protein structures [1]. 
They are essential to life, but often proteins are associated with 
diseases because a misfolded protein can lead to disease[4]. 
Proteins are typically made up of chains ranging in length between 
tens and thousands of amino acids [2]. The Critical Assessment of 
protein Structure Prediction (CASP) is a competition to determine 
unknown protein structures using automated methods [3]. Currently 
no reliable automation exists, in spite of the 11 seasons of this 
project. Stemming from CASP is WeFold, a coopetition [1]. Some 
who compete in CASP share pieces of their methods on WeFold. In 
order to improve the automated prediction a careful examination of 
pieces of the pipeline is needed. Due to the large number of 
submitted structures, a solid building block is in the filtering of 
models [3,8]. We need to eliminate enough models, but if too many 
accurate models are filtered from the full set, a higher chance for 
accuracy is lost. Therefore, a need to improve the filtering process is 
important. 
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Conclusion 
Overall the filtering was successful. Choosing a 
structure as an accurate model had a 2% 
increase with an drastic decrease in number of 
models. Changing the data set size by a quarter 
of the starting models can have a large 
computational impact in both time and accuracy. 
P r o p o r t i o n a l l y , i t  s e e m s t o b e t h e 
ID_UNIQUE_CONFS code that has the last 
amount of filtering success. 
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Important Values 

Figure 2:  Figure upper right is a depiction of 
the multiple steps to protein folding. The lower 
left is the secondary structure step and an 
important number for filtering. Image source: 
www.umass.edu 
 

Lower left shows how the Solvent Accessible 
Surface Area is obtained. SASA is one of the 
important scores for the filtering process.  
Image created by: Keith Callenberg. 

-Filtering code by George Khoury written in Python [7] which 
includes: 
•   naccess, a SASA establishing code [11] 
•   IDUniqueConfs, generates unique models  
•   STRIDE, a protein editing program [9] 
-TMscore code from Zhang Lab to provide GDT-TS 
measurements [10] 

 written in FORTRAN 
-Models collected from Foldit[6] 
-Hopper, a supercomputer 

Algorithm 

Figure 3:  The 
image left depicts 
t h e  f i l t e r i n g 
procedure and 
the timeline. The 
first step involves 
d e t e r m i n i n g 
unique structures 
from the full set, 
then filtering the 
c o d e  u s i n g 
S T R I D E a n d 
naccess. Finally, 
the code is tested 
using Tmscore. 
  After the initial 
unique code was 
run, because it 
only needs 1 run 
per target , an 
average test took 
around 9 hours. 

Figure 3: Supercomputer Hopper is a Cray XE6. She has 212 
terabytes of memory, and over one hundred and fifty thousand 
computing cores[5]. Image Source:  nersc.gov/nersc-40/galleries/
historical-systems   

Figure 4:  The above left figure is the histogram of 
data before filter. Right is the histogram of the 
after filter. The dotted line is the initial template. 
 
Table 1:  The table below is a sampling of the 
datasets and tests run. 

Future Directions 
Make the code: 

•  More Dynamic 
•  More Efficient 
•  More accurate 

 
As always, we hope to make 
improvements for CASP12 


